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Chapter 1 – Introduction 

 Chapter 1 through chapter 4 explains the process for which the steering system for the 

2012 Baja vehicle was designed. 

 

 

Figure 1.1 – Current State of 2012 Baja Vehicle 

 

 

Chapter 1.1 – Problem Statement 

 A steering system needs to be designed that follows all SAE specifications and customer 

requirements. Figure 1.1 shows the current state of the 2012 Baja vehicle. Previously, the vehicle 

had a rack and pinion system with a single-linkage steering shaft. The only components that are 

still attached are the steering wheel and steering shaft. The frame of the vehicle still has the 

original mounting for the rack and pinion. The project team still has the old rack and pinion along 
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with the original tie rods. Design work will be done to improve the suspension system, so it is 

unlikely that all of the same components and mounts will be able to be used. 

 

Chapter 1.2 – Customer Requirements 

 The customer for the project will be SAE and the University of Cincinnati Baja Team. The 

project team will not be campaigning and raising money for the refurbishing of this vehicle, so 

the project needs to be complete with a limited budget. The project will be paid for by the Baja 

Team and the University of Cincinnati. Low cost of components and materials is an important 

requirement for this reason. 

 For safety reasons, it is very important that the steering system does not fail during a 

competition or any kind of operation. Reliability will be the most important customer 

requirement of the project. 

 There are less than four months available to complete the project. The design selected 

needs to be simple enough to build within that time frame. A design that is more complex will 

have more calculations and more room for error, which will cause it to take more time to build. 

Simplicity is another important customer requirement. 

 Weight is another customer requirement. Whenever a racing vehicle is being designed, 

low weight is important in order to gain a competitive advantage. The 2012 Vehicle is already 

heavier than the newer models. For this reason, it is especially important to consider the weight 

of the steering system. 

 Finally, it is a customer requirement that the driver has enough room to move their legs 

and be safe during a race. Low size of the steering system is another customer requirement. 
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Table 1.1 – Importance Ratings of Customer Requirements 

 

 A survey was conducted amongst members of the University of Cincinnati Baja Team, the 

members of the project team, and the projects advisor in order to determine the importance 

rating of each customer requirement. Table 1.1 shows the results of that survey, with reliability 

being the most importance requirement and size being the least important of the requirements. 

These ratings were used to evaluate the different concepts for the steering system, explained in 

Chapter 2. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Requirement Description Importance Rating

Reliability

The design must be able to perform under racing 

conditions. 30%

Cost

The cost needs to be low and fall within the 

customers budget 25%

simplicity

The design should be simple enough to build 

given the resources and materials that the design 

team has access to.  
20%

Weight 

The weight needs to be low in order to provide a 

favorable power to weight ratio 15%

Size

The size of the assembly must be small enough to 

accomadate the driver given the materials at 

hand
10%
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Chapter 2 - Concept Selection 

In order to furnish the best possible design for the steering system, research was 

conducted for various concepts. Each design concept was evaluated based on the customer 

requirements, and a final selection was made using the Pahl and Beitz Weighted Rating Method. 

The customer requirements, again, were: cost, simplicity, reliability, weight, and size. 

 

 

Chapter 2.1 - Recirculating Ball and Nut 

The vehicle being restored is considerably heavier than the other competing models. In 

order to reduce the effort needed by the driver to steer it, a recirculating ball and nut worm gear 

drive was considered as a concept.   The main idea is to convert rotational energy from the 

steering wheel into translational energy by using a worm gear by using ball bearings in order to 

reduce friction as can be seen in Figure 2.1. 

 

Figure 2.1 – Circulation of Ball Bearings in a Ball and Nut Worm Gear Steering Drive 

 

As the driver turns the steering wheel, the ball bearings circulate along the threads within 

the actuator. This causes the actuator to translate forward or backward. The actuator would then 

have to contact a vertical shaft via gear teeth, which would then swing a pitman arm. This layout 

can be seen in Figure 2.2.  
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This type of drive is commonly used in heavier vehicles like trucks and buses because it 

offers a great mechanical advantage. Because it’s made to handle heavier loads, it’s a design that 

would be very reliable for the Baja application.  

However, the design is much more complex than the other concepts. This complexity 

comes from the large number of changes in the direction of the output force.  This concept would 

require the design of the worm gear, cross shaft gear, cross shaft, center linkage, and tie rod 

arms. The design would require a mount for the steering shaft, a mount for the cross shaft, and 

a mount for the center link.  

 

 

Figure 2.2 –Ball and Nut Worm Gear Steering Configuration  

 

 Another concern with the ball and nut worm gear drive is the amount of space needed 

for all of the components and mounts. The safety and space for the driver need to be considered 

in the concept selection.  The ball and nut concept has a lot of components compared to the 

other concepts and space needs to be found within the Baja vehicle for each. Each component 

and material addition to the frame is going to add weight to an already heavy vehicle. 

 

 

Chapter 2.2 – Rack and Pinion 

 The rack-and-pinion is the design that is most commonly used for Baja applications. It 

consists of the conversion of rotational energy of the steering wheel into translational energy of 
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a spurred rack by means of a pinion gear. In this case, the rack acts the center link of the steering 

system. The rack is connected to the wheels by tie rod arms as can be seen in Figure 2.3. 

 

Figure 2.3 – Rack-and-pinion Steering Configuration 

 

 The rack-and-pinion has many advantages that make it a favorable design for Baja racing. 

The design is simple and reliable. The design includes the determination of the gear ratio, rack 

dimensions, rack mount location, steering shaft dimensions, steering shaft mount location, and 

tie rod dimensions.  

 Another advantage that the rack-and-pinion design has is the small amount of 

components and material addition needed to build it. This results in a steering system that is low 

weight and that takes up little space.  

 

 

Chapter 2.3 – Pitman Arm Linkage System 

 Many vehicles use a five-linkage system which consists of a pitman arm, a center link, an 

idler arm, and two tie rod arms. The steering wheel spins a shaft that rotates a pitman arm. The 

pitman arm will then translate the center link from side to side, which pushes the tie-rod arms 

and turns the wheels. In order for the system to work, the center link has to be mounted to the 

frame. This is typically done with an idler arm. The layout of a general configuration can be seen 

in Figure 2.4. 
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All linkages and parts can be purchases on shelf come in different shapes and sizes. This 

makes the purchase of parts with robust features easy, giving this design a high reliability. 

 

 

Figure 2.4 – Pitman Arm Linkage Steering Configuration 

 

 

 The design is relatively simple. It would require a linkage analysis, idler arm mount 

location, steering shaft mount location, center linkage dimensions, tie rod dimension, pitman 

arm dimensions, steering shaft dimensions, and idler arm dimensions. The selection of 

components would require CAD modeling that is slightly more complex than that of a rack and 

pinion. 

 The linkage system concept has many advantages, but because it has slightly more parts 

than the rack and pinion, it will weigh more and take up more space. With the position of the 

pedal in the vehicle, it may also be difficult to find a mounting location for the idler arm.  

 

 

Chapter 2.4 – Steer By Wire  

 Recently, Nissan has released a vehicle that utilizes and steer-by-wire system. What that 

means is that the vehicle does not utilize any mechanical linkages; only electrical actuators.  The 

steering wheel would rotate within a sensor, which would then send a signal the control modules. 

The modules would then interpret the signal and tell the actuators attached to the wheels how 
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wheels how much to translate. The configuration of Nissans steer-by-wire system can be seen in 

Figure 2.5. The concept was considered for the sake of creativity and originality.  

 

 

Figure 2.5 – Steer-By-Wire Steering Configuration 

 

 For Baja vehicle racecar, a steer-by-wire system would be extremely complex because it 

would require force calculations, electrical calculations, feedback calculations, and mounting 

locations for each component. The complexity of the system means that there is a lot of places 

that it could go wrong. Without the proper research and development, it could be an unreliable 

steering system for a racing environment. 

 The build of a steer-by-wire system is expensive because mechanical linkages are being 

substituted by electrical actuators. It would also take up a considerable amount of space to find 

a mounting location for each component.  

    

 

Chapter 2.5 – Double Crank-Rocker  

 The final concept is another linkage system that utilizes a pitman arm linkage system, but 

eliminates the need for an idler arm. The steering wheel rotates the pitman arm, which pushes 

against one of the wheels through a single tie rod arm. The wheels are connected by a single rod, 

effectively creating a double crank rocker. The double crank-rocker system is most commonly 

used in go karts and a sample configuration can be seen in Figure 2.6.  
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 The concept is simpler than all of the others and would require minimal calculations. It 

would require the determination of steering shaft dimensions, pitman arm dimensions, steering 

shaft mounting location, tie rod arm dimensions, and steering rod dimensions. The design works 

for go karts because the system is flat and sitting on the same level. If the steering rod would 

have to be mounted underneath the vehicle, then a skid plate would have to be designed to 

protect it from rocks. 

 

 

Figure 2.6 – Double Crank-Rocker Steering Configuration 

 

 The design is simple enough, the part count is low, and the system wouldn’t take up that 

much space at all. The biggest issue is that go karts are designed to drive on roads and don’t 

experience the vigor of off-road racing. The reliability of a double crank-rocker system is 

questionable in the Baja environment. This is the only disadvantage that this concept 

demonstrations. 

 

 

Chapter 2.6 – Concept Evaluation and Selection 

 After completion of the research, a customer survey was established. Sources of the 

surveyed included the senior design advisor, the project team, the University of Cincinnati Baja 

team, and SAE forums. Each person surveyed was asked to evaluate each concept on how well it 

satisfied the customer requirements: cost, simplicity, reliability, size, and weight. The survey 

results were combined and weighted using the Pahl and Beitz Weighted Rating Method, and the 
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criteria importance ratings established by the customer. The results can be viewed in Table 2.1 

below. 

 

 

 

Table 2.1 – Concept Evaluation 

 

 From the customer survey, the rack-and-pinion displayed the highest rating and will result 

in the highest customer satisfaction. Based on the results, the project team has decided to design 

a rack-and-pinion steering system for the 2012 Baja Vehicle.  

 

 

Figure 2.7 – Rack-and-pinion on a Cart 

Criteria
Weight 

(%)
rating

weighted 

rating
rating

weighted 

rating
rating

weighted 

rating
rating

weighted 

rating
rating

weighted 

rating

Cost 25 2 0.5 3 0.75 4 1 0 0 4 1

Simplicity 20 2 0.4 4 0.8 3 0.6 2 0.4 4 0.8

Reliability 30 3 0.9 4 1.2 4 1.2 2 0.6 3 0.9

Size 10 2 0.2 4 0.4 3 0.3 2 0.2 4 0.4

Weight 15 3 0.45 4 0.6 3 0.45 2 0.3 4 0.6

100 na 2.45 na 3.75 na 3.55 na 1.5 na 3.7

Unsatisfactory 0

Just Tolerable 1

Adequate 2

Good 3

Very Good 4

Crank Rocker

Alternative Concepts / Embodiments

Concept Evaluation Using Weighted Rating Method (Pahl & Beitz Method)

Ball and Nut Rack and Pinion Linkage and Pitarm Steer by Wire
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Chapter 3 – Component Selection 

 Now that the project team has decided to use a rack and pinion. There are a number of 

calculations that have to be made before it can start being built.  

First, the system required two mounting locations. The steering shaft needs to be 

mounted to frame so that the only force that it exerts on the rack-and-pinion is a rotational one. 

Where this mount is located will determine if the steering shaft will be a single shaft, or a double 

linkage connected by a universal joint. There also needs to be a mount for the rack-and-pinion 

housing so that the rack can move freely. The location of the rack-and-pinion mount will 

determine the length of the steering shaft and the Length of the tie rods. More importantly, the 

location is going to affect the final turn radius of the vehicle as well as the transmission forces on 

the tie rods. 

 Next, a proper rack-and-pinion will need to be selected. The things to consider for the 

rack-and-pinion are the turning ratio, rack length, and lock-to-lock travel distance. Each will affect 

the vehicles ability to perform in a race, so careful consideration needs to be taken for the sake 

of the driver.  

   

 

Table 3.1 – Design Inputs That Will Directly Affect Engineering Characteristics 

 

All of the design inputs listed in Table 3.1 are going to affect the way the steering systems 

works. Before different design concepts can be generated, criteria needs to be created for the 

engineering characteristics (outputs) of the steering system. 

 

Design Inputs

Steering Wheel Mount Location

Rack Mount horizontal distance from wheels

Rack Mount vertical distance from wheels

Rack Length

Total Rack Travel Distance

Rack Gear Ratio
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Chapter 3.1 – Engineering Characteristics 

 The selection of the mounting locations and the rack-and-pinion have a direct effect on 

certain outputs of the steering system design. The length of the tie rods needs to be kept low 

because they will be designed to resist buckling and compression. Longer tie rod length would 

result in an increase in material costs. The transmission angle placed on the wheels from the tie 

rods needs to be considered as well. A higher transmission angle would result in an increase in 

material costs because it adds more bending onto the tie rod. It’s also important to consider that 

a low turn radius is ideal for the vehicle to be competitive.  A list engineering characteristics and 

their respective criteria are presented in Table 3.2. 

 

  

Table 3.2 – Desired Design Outputs 

 

 Table 3.2 lists the goals for the final design of the steering system. The criteria for the tie 

rod length was determined by observing older models and newer models. Most had tie rods that 

were close to twelve inches.  The criteria for the horizontal transmission angle was determined 

by customer survey. The criteria for the vertical transmission angle was determined by the 

maximum swivel range of the ball joint rod ends. The criteria for an ideal turn radius was 

determined by a customer survey. It’s important to note that a Baja driver has to keep their hands 

on the steering wheel of the vehicle and is only able to make a half turn. The calculated turn 

radius for each design concept has to consider only a half turn (from center) of the pinion.  

 

 

Engineering Characteristic Criteria

Tie Rod Length less than 15 Inches

Horizontal Transmission Angle Less than 30 degrees

Vertical Transmission Angle Less than 15 Degrees

Half Turn - Turn Radius Less than 8 feet
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Chapter 3.2 – Control Arms Flipped Forward and Rack on Vehicle Front 

 It was first decided that the current suspension would be inverted so that the control 

arms pointed forward instead of pointing backward. If the wheels were to be pushed on in the 

front instead of the back, then the rack could be mounted on the front of the vehicle. This 

position was selected with the intent to eliminate the horizontal transmission angle by making 

the rack in line with the wheels 

 

  

Figure 3.1 – Rack Position Concept # 1  

 

While this design produced a desirable horizontal transmission angle, a desirable vertical 

transmission angle, and a small tie rod length, it posed potential dangers to the driver of the 

vehicle. The first problem was that it left the tie rods exposed when they should be protected by 

the frame and/or the control arms. If there was a frontal collision during a race, the tie rods would 

be hit first and the steering system would be rendered useless. The concept would also require 

the use of a double linkage steering shaft. If a single shaft was used, a collision to the rack would 

result in immediate impalement of the driver. This concept was dismissed and no further 

calculations were made. 
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Chapter 3.3 – Control Arms Flipped Forward and Rack in Original Mount 

 With the wheels in the same location, it was then decided to put the rack into the original 

mounting location that was already on the vehicle. The previous rack and pinion was also used 

for the calculations. This position was selected with the intent of making the build simple. 

 

 

 

Figure 3.2 – Rack Position Concept #2 

 

 

 Had this concept worked, the current rack and pinion could have been used, the current 

steering shaft could have been used, the current steering shaft mount could have been used, and 

the tie rods would have been the only thing that would have needed to have been purchased.  

However, the only output of this design that fit the criteria was the vertical transmission angle. 

The horizontal transmission angle and the tie rod length were undesirable. Also, the turn radius 

of the vehicle was more than twice what it needed to be. This concept was dismissed and no 

further calculations were made. 
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Chapter 3.4 – New Control Arms and Rack in Original Mount 

 After a team discussion, it was decided that it would be ideal for the rack to be in the 

original mounting location. A new set of control arms was designed by one of the team members 

and calculations were made with the newest dimensions. 

 

 

Figure 3.3 – Rack Position Concept #3  

 

This concept had many advantages. It produced a low horizontal transmission angle, a 

low vertical transmission angle, and a small tie rod length. It also allowed for reuse of the rack 

and pinion, the steering shaft, and the steering shaft mount. Another desirable feature was that 

the tie rods did not go through the control arms, so there was no risk of bump steering.  

However, the design did not give the vehicle a good enough turn radius to be competitive. In 

order to improve the turn radius of the vehicle. The rack needs to be moved forward farther, or 

the front wheels need to be moved farther back. This concept was dismissed and no further 

calculations were made. 
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Chapter 3.5 – New Control Arms and Rack Moved Forward 

 It was decided that the new control arms were not going to change again. Therefore, in 

order to reduce the turn radius, the rack was moved forward. The intent of this design was to 

move the rack as far forward as possible, but keeping the tie rods on the outside of the control 

arms to avoid bump steering. In order to do this, a longer rack needed to be purchased. 

Otherwise, the tie rods would interfere with the frame of the vehicle. 

 

 

 

Figure 3.4 – Rack Position Concept #4  

 

 The design produced a desirable horizontal transmission angle, a desirable vertical 

transmission angle, a desirable tie rod length, and a desirable turn radius. It allowed for the reuse 

of the steering shaft mount, and the tie rods. 

While the overall turning radius of the vehicle was desirable, it was calculated by taking the rack 

from lock to lock. In a race, a driver will not be able to go lock to lock with a rack of that ratio. 

The turn radius was recalculated with the half turn, and it was not desirable. This concept was 

dismissed and no further calculations were made. 
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Chapter 3.6 – New Control Arms and Rack Horizontal from Wheels 

 The rack was moved farther forward so that it was now horizontal with the wheels. The 

intent of this design is to increase the turn radius, because at this point all other criteria has been 

met. Now, the tie rods will be going through the control arms so a calculation will have to be 

made to ensure that there will not be any bump steering. 

 

 

 

Figure 3.5 – Rack Position Concept #5 

 

 

The design produced a desirable horizontal transmission angle, a desirable vertical 

transmission angle, a desirable tie rod length, and an even more desirable turn radius than 

before. It allowed for the reuse of the steering shaft mount, and the tie rods. 

The turn radius was recalculated with the half turn, and it was not desirable. The only option at 

this point was to upgrade the rack and pinion to one of a faster steering ratio. This concept was 

dismissed and no further calculations were made. 
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Chapter 3.7 – New Control Arms and Rack Horizontal from Wheels (Fast Rack) 

 The rack and pinion used for the last two concepts was dismissed and replaced with a rack 

that was much shorter in length, but had a much faster turning ratio and travel distance.  

 

 

Figure 3.6 – Rack Position Concept #6 

 

The design produced a desirable horizontal transmission angle, a desirable vertical 

transmission angle, a desirable tie rod length, and a desirable turn radius at a little less than a 

half turn.  

 The only undesirable characteristic was the cost of the fast ratio rack and pinion. It was 

twice as expensive as the rack used in the last concept. 
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Chapter 3.8 – Concept Selection Summary 

  The final concept was selected, as it was able to produce all the desired outputs. The 

selection process was based on continuous improvement. The tie rod lengths and transmission 

angles were determined by the creation of a CAD model like in Figure 3.7 that allowed for 

measurements to be taken.    

 

Figure 3.7 – Concept # 2 CAD Drawing 

 

 

Figure 3.8 – Concept # 2 Ackerman Geometry CAD Drawing  
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 The turn radius of each concept was calculated by moving the CAD model into a full turn 

position and creating a drawing to obtain the Ackerman Geometry. An example of this 

procedure can be seen in Figure 3.8.  Each concept was generated by making an improvement 

on the previous one, until all of the criteria was met. Table 3.3 shows the input measurements 

that were collected from the CAD drawings for each concept along with all of their resultant 

outputs.  

 

Table 3.3 – Concept Design Inputs and Outputs 

 

 Table 3.3 shows the flow in improvement as one goes down the chart from concept 1 to 

concept 6. Concept 6 was the concept that was selected for the final design as its outputs have 

met all of the design criteria. The tie rod lengths were determined using the Pythagorean 

Theorem, and then reduced by an inch and a half to account for the tie rod ends. 

 

 

 

  

 

Description
Tie Rod Reach          

X - distance         

(Inches)

Tie Rod Reach          

Y - distance         

(Inches)

Tie Rod Reach          

Z- distance         

(Inches)

Rack Length 

(Inches)

Approximate 

Tie Rod Length 

(Inches)

Lock-Lock Turn 

Radius (feet)

Half Turn, Turn 

radius (feet)

Horizontal 

Transmission 

Angle (degrees)

Vertical 

Transmission 

angle (degrees)

Concept 1

Wheels forward, 

Rack in front
na na na 14 12 na na na na

Concept 2

Wheels forward, 

rack in original 

mount
13.04 15.5 1.35 14 19 17.29 na 50 4

Concept 3

New Control 

Arms, Original 

Mount
13.04 7.5 1.35 14 14 11.17 na 30 5

Concept 4

New Control 

Arms, Moved 

forward 
11.92 2.5 1.35 16.25 11 8.75 15.08 12 7

Concept 5

New Control 

Arms, Moved 

forward and 

horizontal

11.92 0 2.35 16.25 11 6.978 13.08 0 10

Concept 6

New Control 

Arms, Concept 5 

with fast ratio 

rack

14.42 0 2.35 11.25 13 5.33 5.33 0 9

Legend: Desirable

Acceptable

Undesirable

Results (Design Outputs)CAD Model Data Collection (Design Inputs)
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Chapter 4 – Final Design 

 

Chapter 4.1 – Design Description 

 The final design consists of the rack and pinion to be mounted horizontally from the 

wheel connections and a couple inches higher. As can be seen in Figure 4.1 and Figure 4.2. 

 

 

 

Figure 4.1 – Final Design Top View Steering Mount Layout 
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Figure 4.2 – Final Design Front View Steering Mount Layout 
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Figure 4.3 – Final Design Ackerman Geometry 
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Figure 4.4 – Final Design Steering Shaft Layout 
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Chapter 4.2 – Rack and Pinion Specifications  

 

 

Product Name:  Stilleto Fast Rack N Pinion 

Vendor:  The Chassis Shop 

Product Number: C42-334 

URL:   http://secure.chassisshop.com/partdetail/C42-334/  

Details:  6.4 : 1 Ratio, 4.5 Inches total rack travel 

Dimensions:   

 

 

Figure 4.5 – Rack and Pinion Drawing 

Cost: $327.95  

http://secure.chassisshop.com/partdetail/C42-334/
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Chapter 4.3 – Tie Rod Specifications  

 

 

Product Name:  Male Shank Clevis Rod Ends 

Vendor:  McMaster-Carr 

Product Number: 1615T71 

URL:   http://www.mcmaster.com/#aluminum-alloy-rods/=vw9pw1   

Details:  The tie rods will need to be tapped and cut in shop, purchase the 6 ft rod. 

Dimensions:   

 

 

Figure 4.6 – Tie Rod Drawing 

Cost: $33.30 

http://www.mcmaster.com/#aluminum-alloy-rods/=vw9pw1
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Chapter 4.4 – Steering Shaft Specifications 

 

 

Product Name:  5/8” Diameter General Purpose Low Carbon Steel Rods 

Vendor:  McMaster-Carr 

Product Number: 8920K175 

URL:   http://www.mcmaster.com/#standard-steel-rod-stock/=vw9zq8   

Details:  The shaft will need to be machined and cut in shop, purchase the 6 ft rod. 

Dimensions:   

 

Figure 4.5 – Steering Shaft Drawing 

Cost: $21.56 

http://www.mcmaster.com/#standard-steel-rod-stock/=vw9zq8
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Chapter 4.5 – Clevis Rod End Specifications 

 

 

Product Name:  Male Shank Clevis Rod End 

Vendor:  McMaster-Carr 

Product Number: 1583K15 

URL:   http://www.mcmaster.com/#1583k15/=wzpzno   

Details:  Order 2 

Dimensions:   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.6 – Clevis Rod End Drawing 

 

 

 

Cost: $12.07 

http://www.mcmaster.com/#1583k15/=wzpzno
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Chapter 4.6 – Tie Rod End Specifications 

 

 

Product Name:  Tie Rod End 

Vendor:  Parts Reloaded 

Product Number: 08-103 

URL: http://www.partsreloaded.com/Snowmobile/Skis-Steering/Tie-Rod-

Ends/Moto-Ski-Ski-Doo/Tie-Rod-End-Moto-Ski-Polaris-Ski-Doo-Ext-3-8in-

24-RH    

Details:  Order 2 

Dimensions:  Right Handed 3/8” – 24 UNC 

 

 

Figure 4.7 – Tie Rod End Drawing 

Cost: $16.50 

http://www.partsreloaded.com/Snowmobile/Skis-Steering/Tie-Rod-Ends/Moto-Ski-Ski-Doo/Tie-Rod-End-Moto-Ski-Polaris-Ski-Doo-Ext-3-8in-24-RH
http://www.partsreloaded.com/Snowmobile/Skis-Steering/Tie-Rod-Ends/Moto-Ski-Ski-Doo/Tie-Rod-End-Moto-Ski-Polaris-Ski-Doo-Ext-3-8in-24-RH
http://www.partsreloaded.com/Snowmobile/Skis-Steering/Tie-Rod-Ends/Moto-Ski-Ski-Doo/Tie-Rod-End-Moto-Ski-Polaris-Ski-Doo-Ext-3-8in-24-RH
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Chapter 4.7 – Steering System Cost 

 

 
Item 

 
Cost 

 
Rack N Pinion $327.95 

Aluminum Tie Rods $33.30 
Steel Shaft $21.56 

Clevis Rod Ends $12.07 

Tie Rod Ends $16.50 
  

Total Cost $411.38 
Table 4.1 – Cost of Materials 
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Chapter 5 – Redesign and Manufacturing 

 The parts discussed in the previous chapter were purchased and delivered to the school. 

Upon assembly, there were a couple of flaws with the selected design that were overlooked. 

 

Chapter 5.1 – Problems with Design Selection 

 Assumptions were made about the dimensions of the seat during the design process of 

the steering column. Upon arrival of the steering component parts, a fit and form test was 

conducted to verify the functionality of the ergonomic functionality of the steering design. It was 

then discovered that the design did not allow enough leg room between the seat and the steering 

shaft. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.1 – Fit and form Diagram showing low clearance in two locations 

 

                Another issue that was discovered was that the rack and pinion would be directly below 

the foot pedals, meaning that the driver would have to keep their entire foot on the pedal. This 

is not an ideal situation because it is most common for a driver to push off with the top of their 

foot and not the bottom. The design requires an adjustment to eliminate the said changes. 
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Chapter 5.2 – Modifications to Current Design 

 Recall in chapter 3, when the multiple design concepts were discussed and calculations 

were made to determine the transmission angles, the tie rod lengths, and the turn radii for 

each. In order to eliminate the ergonomic errors of the design, it was decided to use the 

original mounting location as was used in concept number 3.  

 

 

Figure 5.2 – Rack Position Concept #3  

 

             Concept number utilized a 14 inch rack and pinion with a 12 to 1 turning ratio. This rack 

and pinion returned a horizontal transmission angle that was 30 degrees, a vertical transmission 

angle that was 5 degrees, and 15 inch tie rods. These outputs were favorable, however the design 

yielded an 11 foot turn radius. While the turn radius is not competitive, the 14 inch rack only 

offers 4 inches of travel from lock to lock. The 11.25 inch rack offers 4.5 inches of travel, lock to 

lock. With that extra travel, it was calculated that the turn radius could be reduced to 8 feet. 
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Chapter 5.3 – Final Assembly 

              The first step was to remove the old mounting bracket and create a new bracket so that rack and 

pinion could be placed in the original mounting location. This was done by cutting a quarter inch steel 

plate and cutting holes to receive the mounting screws. The new rack and pinion was then bolted onto 

the mount and attached to the steering shaft. The steering shaft was mounted into the original frame 

location and was used to hold the mounting bracket in place so that it could be MIG welded onto the 

frame. It included a seam weld on the side facing the driver and a few tack welds on the opposite side. 

The weld job can be seen in the picture below. 

 

 

Figure 5.3 – New Mounting Bracket Welded to Frame with steering shaft attached  

 

 The picture above shows the new rack and pinion after being welded to the frame. The bracket 

angle was determined by steering shaft and the angle of the steering shaft mount. Now that the rack and 

pinion is attached to the car, the assembly of the steering arms can begin.  

First, a quick fit and form test was conducted to verify the dimensions of each of the components. 

The eyes of the rack and pinion require a ½” gap to be received by a rod end. The forged rod ends that 

were purchased only offered 7/16”, to 1/32” had to be grinded off of each arm. This did not compromise 

the structural integrity of the rod ends. 
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Once it was verified that the rod ends could receive the rack and pinion, the threaded rod that 

was purchased was cut into 3.5” rods. One end of the rod would be screwed into the rod end and fastened 

with a nut and the other end would screw into the tie rod, also fastened with a nut.  The length of the 

threaded rods also allowed the arms to be adjusted for dimensional tolerances 

 

 

Figure 5.4 – CAD Model of Steering Arms Final Product 

 

 

Next, the tie rods had to be cut and tapped so that they could receive the rod end fittings. The 

approximate tie rod calculation did not account for the length of the fittings, which reduced the estimate 

by about 3 inches. This resulted in a 13 inch tie rod after the fit and form test was conducted.  

Finally, the tie rod ends that would be receiving the wheels was attached to the other end of the 

tie rod and fastened with a nut. The arms were attached to the wheels to verify that the wheels were 

centered and aligned.  

After the final assembly of the steering system, there was one more issue that needed to be 

addressed. The rack and pinion was susceptible to taking a transverse load if the driver were to kick it. In 

order to eliminate that possibility, a steel guard rail was welding parallel to the rack and pinion and in 

between the rack and the driver.   
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Figure 5.5 – Steering System with Protective Guard Rail 

 

Figure 5.6 – Top View of Steering Arm Assembly 
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Chapter 6 – Proof of Design 

 The proof of design for the steering system was to verify that under normal racing 

conditions, the system would not fail and could deliver a competitive turn radius. Without 

running the vehicle, a pendulum was hung from the rear center of the vehicle and the vehicle 

was pushed in a circle with the steering in full lock. For every foot of movement, a mark was 

made on the ground so that the turn radius could be measured. 

 

 

Figure 6.1 – Turn Radius Measurement by marking the ground 

 

 By measuring the marks on the ground, it was determined that the vehicle was able to 

execute an 8 foot turn radius, which is a successful proof of design. After the vehicle was 

complete, a test drive was conducted to test the reliability of the steering system under racing 

conditions.  The vehicle was exposed to a maneuverability test, an acceleration test, and 

suspension test. After thirty minutes of testing, the steering system did not fail. The steering 

system has completed the requirements for a successful proof of design. The link for the final 

test can be found at the following URL.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U-PypSer8LQ  

 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U-PypSer8LQ
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Below are a few snap shots from the final test drive. 

 

 

Figure 6.2 – Vehicle making a 90 degree turn around a curb 

 

 

 

Figure 6.2 – Drivers sitting in vehicle and confirming ergonomics of steering 
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Figure 6.3 – Maneuverability Test: 180 degree turn around a cone 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6.4 – Suspension Test over a curb  
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